Indian Dance Workshop
Indian Dance Workshop

Education Group offers a workshop with a range of Indian dance styles, from elegant classical dances to the more exuberant Bollywood, bringing to your school a day filled with the vibrancy of the subcontinent.

Children build on their natural enthusiasm for movement and develop skills of coordination and teamwork. This workshop is aligned to targets within Key Stages One and Two of the Physical Exercise and Music National Curriculum.

Bollywood is one of the hottest dance styles around. Taking dance moves from some of the most spectacular Indian cinema, it is a fusion of western choreography and Indian tradition.

It’s exciting and easy to learn, which makes it particularly good for infant classes, but can be equally enjoyed by older children.

Other styles introduced may include the classical Indian dance based on the Kathak style treasured for its intricacy, elegance and charm.

Dance is found in every society in the world and Indian dance is one of the most ancient surviving forms. This workshop encourages children to explore the diverse sounds and dance of a different culture.

“The dancer introduced vibrant music and movement and the whole class couldn’t wait to join in.”